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Eastern student dies in
car crash over weekend
By Kenneth Bauer

June23.2003 •
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Where your money is
winding up
Get a complete breakdown of tuition and fees.
Page 3 News

BOT expected
to increase
tuition today

VERGE & FEATURE EDITOR

A one-car vehicle accident at approximately 10 p.m.
Friday, June 20, 2003, resulted in the death of an
Eastern student and the serious injury of another person.
Sheila Sue Henson, Eastern student, and Family and
Consumer Sciences major, 34 years of age, was pronounced dead on arrival at Carle Hospital in Urbana,
Ill. Saturday Morning after being transferred from
Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Center in Coles County. A
spokesperson for the Coles County Sheriff's office said
that both Henson and the driver were originally taken
to Sarah Bush, but Henson was later transferred to
Carle Hospital.
According to the report, the driver lost control of the
vehicle while traveling on Route 16 near Coles County
Road 1400, also known as Fatrgrange Road. Sheriff's
reports state the vehicle left the roadway and struck a
tree.
Family members stated the Coles County Sheriff
Dept. had confirmed extreme levels of cocaine and
alcohol use were involved in the accident.
Henson was an undergraduate at Eastern and mother of three children. Henson resided at 36 University
Apartments here in Charleston Ill. She is survived by
her three children: Kasandra Sue Henson, 16; Kaleb
Lee Kuhlman, 14; Kodie Krostopher Henson, 12.

By Avian Carrasquillo
EDITOR IN CHI EF

PHOTO PROVIDED BY FAMILY

Eastern Student Sheila Sue Henson, was a Family and
Consumer Sciences major at Eastern. Henson was 34 yrs.
old, and is s urvived by three children. Henson was pronounced dead early Saturday morning.

The Board of Trustees is expected to set the tuition and
fees for the upcoming school year at its meeting today.
Eastern's Interim President Lou Hencken, who will give
a report to the Board of Trustees said the university used
two principles when they looked at tuition increases; maintaining academic quality at Eastern Illinois University, and
ensuring that students have the classes they need to graduate in a timely manner.
Hencken said, "Before you do anything you have to have
a goal, of where you want to go. So all along we had a tough
decision to make on the budget. If you recall the governor
had talked about taking back 8 percent, to which we all
grabbed our hearts and fell over backwards. It obviously
must have worked because it went down to 2.7 percent. The
governor is an expert politician, because how many times
can you take a 2.7 percent cut and be happy with it, but it
worked."
Hencken said that due to cost increases in library books,
water, utilities
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Hencken said
that while students may not look forward to a rise in tuition
and fees, they were necessary to keep Eastern competitive.
"Our costs are pretty reasonable, but I've got to provide
services to the students. So that means If there is a 1 percent increase so that students are taught with the best
equipment , then I'll go up that 1 percent. If you don't have
the best equipment when you go for a j ob, and you look at
someone from Illinois State or Western and they were
trained with the best equipment, and you didn't have the
best equipment then you're at a disadvantage, so we will
try to provide the best that we can for our students,"
Hencken said.
SEE TU ITION INCR EASE + Page 3

Eastern Interim President Lou Hencken explains the tuition increase in a graph he made to illustrate the budget. Hencken
also refuted allegations that he lied to the Board of Trustees Members in last years BOT meeting.

Allegations by former senator denied
• Former Student Senate member claims Interim President
Hencken lied in last year's
report to the Board of Trustees
By Kenneth Bauer
VERGE & FEATURE EDITOR

As the Board of Trustees is expected to set the tuition and
fees for the upcoming school year, allegations of false
reports to the Board of lhtstees at last year's meeting have
surfaced against Interim President Lou Hencken.
A former Student Senate member claims that at the April
26, 2002 BOT meeting Interim President Lou Hencken told
the BOT that the student government was really in favor of
his proposed 3 percent tuition increase. Hencken said this
despite the Student Government's rej ection of his proposed
tuition increase only two days earlier.
Hencken informed the BOT that the student's really wanted his tuition increase but wanted to send a message of disapproval to the legislators in Springfield Ill. "The student
government were expressing their disapproval at having
the school's budget cut,· said Hencken.

Dwight Nelson, a Student Senate member at the time of
Hencken's statements, said that not all Student Senate members had been informed of the news. Nelson no longer an
undergraduate at Eastern, heard from other Student Senate
members and verified through witnesses who had attended
the meeting that Hencken had made the false statement to
the BOT at its April meeting of last year.
"We were telling them {the administration) we did not
agree with the tuition increase period. We told them they
should cut the 3 percent from somewhere else in the budget. It was a clear message not to anyone in Springfield but to
the administration,• said Nelson.
"It's dishonest. They {the BOT) made a decision based on
a false premise and that's a shame! ," said Nelson.
Hencken denied the allegations, and issued the following
the statement.
"No, I tell you what, you'll get yourself into 100 percent
more trouble by lying, if anyone has ever learned anything
in management it's what 'JYlenol did. Someone put poison in
'JYlenol. 'JYlenol came up right away and pulled everything
and said they didn't know what happened. It's a classic
example management now teaches, whenever you have a
problem tell the truth. As difficult as the truth may be,
always tell the truth, and that way you're not going to come
up with anything. These meetings are public, and if we come
up and say something, for example If a figure is only $3.2

million and we only got cut 7.2 percent by the state, then
you're going to find out the truth, and my credibility will be
gone. I have not been able to survive here nor have the other
vice presidents by not being truthful. Because the minute
we say something that isn't truthful than there might be
something we misunderstood. I do not remember that exactly, because I do remember, I don't remember who in our
group said lt, but it was reported to me by someone. I was
not at the Student Senate meeting, but it was reported to me
that students were trying to send a message to Springfield.
That made sense to me, because when I went and presented
the need for the 3.5 percent increase, I didn't get any negative questions at all. So when someone reported to me that
look we're trying to send a message to Springfield, my first
reaction to that is basically what I said when i went to the
very first faculty -student senate meeting this fall, If you
want to send a message to Springfield, Jet me tell you the
message you have to send, you need to register and vote,"
Hencken said.
"I can never know for sure what was in Hencken's head
so it's not my place to say that someone intentionally lied to
the Board of Trustees, but anything else is highly unlikely,"
Nelson said.
Hencken will address the Board of Trustees today in a
report.
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CAMPUS NEWS IN BRIEF

Eastern to eliminate 71 jobs
Hencken: No one will lose their job
as a result of eliminated positions .
Despite what could be one of Eastern's worst financial situations,
Eastern President Lou Hencken said that no one will lose their j obs
this upcoming year, despite the elimination of71 positions.
"We're going to eliminate 71 positions off the books, now that said at
the same time we have 48 vacant position that we're going to hold over.
Let me tell you about those 71 positions so that we don't deceive anyone. No one wtlllose their job of those 71 positions, those are the positions that have been vacant anywhere from six months to one position
that we looked that has been vacant for ten years, but they continue to
be on the books. And so consequently every time we send In a report
to the {Illinois) Board of Higher Education It appears as though they're
fllled. So we're going to eliminate those 71 positions. They're also 48
positions that are vacant. I've said before that we have a selective hirIng freeze, for example we are short three or four librarians, we have
to hire more to continue to provide the same level of service. Of the 48
positions that are vacant, I'm going to guess that we would fill probably ten during the year. I'm also guessing that as the year goes on we
wtll have ten people retire or resign, so I feel pretty comfortable sayIng that by the time we get to June 30 next year, we'll probably have
again approximately 50 positions that are left vacant.
Hencken said that as a result of a goal to maintain academic quality
none of those 71 positions eliminated will be teaching faculty positions. It appears that we will have a few more faculty positions than
we did last fall. Hencken said the enrollment wtll likely Increase at the
university for the fall semester by 300. "It appears as though Eastern
could reach Its goal of recruiting 1,950 freshman for the upcoming
school year," Hencken said.
-By Avian Carrasquillo
Editor tn chief

Construction for newly designed traffic signals will begin sometime in August for the Lincoln Avenue and Ninth
Street intersection which is pictured above.

Ninth Street to get traffic signals
By Joaquin Ochoa
MANAG ING ED I TOR

Help

Profits

The Intersection of Lincoln
Avenue and Ninth Street will be
getting some new bells and whistles this fall. According to Dean
Barber, director of Public Works
for the city of Charleston, the signals are currently In design, with
the project being slated to start
sometime In August and completed
In October.
The Intersection will be under
construction because of the new
traffic signals that will help regulate the traffic In that Intersection.
At the same time, the traffic signals that are now on the Intersection of Lincoln Avenue and Seventh
Street will be removed. This will
make Ninth Street one of the primary inlets to the university.
"Ninth Street has been In need of
traffic signals for some time now,
but we knew Eastern had some
Interest In acquiring Seventh
Street as a pedestrian walkway so
we had been holding off on the

project till both projects could be
done at one time," Barber said.
Jessica Voigts, senior sociology
student who lives on Ninth street,
applauded the idea of putting traffic signals on Ninth street. "It's a
good idea, because people take too
many chances pulling out onto
Lincoln"
According to Barber, "This project is being done In conjunction
with EIU's closing of Seventh
Street south of Johnson."
Seventh street was acquired on
June 3 when the city council voted
on and approved an agreement
that would give Eastern the street
In exchange for 4,444 hours of
tuition waivers.
The acquisition of Seventh
Street will help Eastern complete
plans to recreate Seventh Street as
a pedestrian walk-way and complete the renovation of the new
Doudna Fine Arts Building, Barber
said.
"Eastern Will pay for the design
of the new signals at a cost of
$25,000 and the city of Charleston

Is paying for the construction In
from the motor fuel tax funds,"
Barber added.
Carol Strode, director of
Physical Plant, said "The plan to
move the traffic signals Is directly
related to the ultimate closing of
Seventh Street"
According to Strode, the future
of Seventh Street will be determined as the construction of the
Fine Arts building continues. Only
a portion of Seventh Street will be
closed while construction Is In
progress. After construction is
complete, most of Seventh Street
will be closed to local traffic. That
portion will start at University
Union and will extend southward
toward Garfield Avenue.
~The construction of the Fine
Arts project as well as other
Capital Development Board proj ects for Eastern are currently on
hold," Strode added, ~These proj ects will remain on hold until
released by the governor's office. •
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Lt. Gov. Pat Quinn speaks to future politicians
• Lt Gov. Quinn spoke to citizens
ofthe lllini Girl State Thursday
evening at the Univer sity Grand
Ballroom. The programs is made
up ofhigh school girls to learn
about government
By Kimberlee Boise
STAFF WRITE R

The country depends on everyday people
getting involved with the government,
according to Lt. Gov. Pat Quinn when he
spoke Thursday evening to Illini Girls State
citizens at the University Grand Ballroom.
Last week Eastern's campus was full of
high school girls listening to primarlly
female guest speakers, whlle forming counties, clUes and governments. This was the
63rd year of Illini Girls State, a program that
runs for a week every summer. The program
gives girls the opportunity to listen to various speakers about their role in government
whlle learning how government is formed
and how it works.
Quinn was escorted into the initiation ceremony by the leaders of the Nationalist and
Federalist parties. He talked about how he
got his start in politics by being active in
petitioning campaigns for causes that he
thought were important. He then swore in
the newest government officers of the Illinl
Girls State.
"One of the first petitions that I started
was to stop politicians from getting
advanced pay. Politicians were getting
sworn into office and getting paid their full
salary before actually doing a days work, •
said Quinn, "I thought that people lead politicians. If normal people have to watt to get a
pay check then why can't administration?"

Quinn's petition eventually became a law.
He also helped with a recent blll that set up
a trust fund to financially help the families
of soldiers on active duty from Illinois . He
quoted Abraham Lincoln saying, "It is the
duty of the homefront to help soldiers during
battle."
With all the support that Quinn received,
the bill was passed and there is now a trust
fund set up at www.homefront.org where
people can donate money to the families.
They raised approximately $250,000.
"There are people all over the world fighting for democracy and tolerance-<itizen soldiers,· said Quinn, "You, as citizens, have
the most importantjob in government."
Quinn also talked about the budget crisis
and said that he was "the only Lt. Governor
who probably had a VIP key for Super 8. • He
felt that to fix the budget crisis everyone
needs to give a little. "There needs to be a
Bureaucratic diet,• said Quinn.
The girls had a Jot of questions for Quinn,
many of them concerning women's roles in
politics and advice that he might have for
women going into politics.
" Listen to the issues, the economy, health
care, and the unemployment rate are all concerns of citizens today," said Quinn. " If the
person that is elected into office is going to
listen to the issues that matter to the citizens
and take action, I don't think that it matters
whether that person is a man or woman.
"I would encourage women to exercise
their rights as citizens and go for a position
in office. There is always room for a charismatic leader with creative, bold new ideas.·
The American Legion Auxiliary visits
high schools all over Illinois and has guidance counselors pick a couple of girls to participate in the event. There are 586 spots that
can be filled and the number allowed from
each school varies.
" The girls form an assimilated govern-

TUITION INCREASE:

Despite JX>SSible 9.5 percent increase, Hencken says Eastern
still a bargain
CO NTI NUE D FROM PA GE 1

Brice Donnelly, who served as chair of the tuition and fee review committee for most of
the previous school year said, "overall Eastern fared well in comparison to other universities."
"1Wtion wlll hurt a little bit, it's the most painful out of everything. But if you look at
(Southernillinois University) Carbondale, where they pay by the hour, and Northern Illinois
and Indiana State, where they pay by one lump sum, then we're not as bad off.
What upsets me about the fees, is that it seems as though we (the tuition and fee review
committee) were pimped and bullied, because it seemed the decisions about the fees were
made before they went to Student Government," Donnelly said.
Don Sevener, Director of Communications for the Illinois Board of Higher Education,
said, "the budget crisis has been difficult for most state agencies and services, including
higher education."
"In the face of a $5 billion budget deficit and a still-soft economy, everyone has had to
share in the effort to wrestle the deficit to the ground.
Overall, the Fiscal Year 2004 general fund appropriations are $2.4 blllion for higher education operations and grants, a decrease of $73.3 million, or 2.9 percent. Public university
appropriations total $1.3 billion, a decrease of$108.2 million, or 7.7 percent. All public universities experience identical cuts of 8.2 percent except for Chicago State University,
whose decrease was 3.1percent. CSU got additional funds for academic restructuring, a
financial outreach center, and for costs associated with moving its library,· Sevener said.
The Board of Trustees wlll meet today at 10 a.m. in the University Ballroom, the meeting is open to the public.

----------------------WtUL RcGBIS l/'HiEATJtf
3.45-922.2.

ment with offices. We have two political parties, the nationalists, who use the panda as a
symbol and the federalists, who use bunnies.," said Mary Dauma, a member of the
American Legion Auxlliary and the person
in charge of the Nationalist party.
This program also offers pins and scholarships to some of the participants each year .
The girls got to listen to speakers all week
including Eastern President Lou Hencken,
Judy Frazer from WCIA-TV in Champaign,
Thri Miller from the Department of National
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FEE TYPE

PRESENT

PROPOSED

INCREASE

ACT I VI TY FEE

$33 . 50

$35 . 20

$1.70

AT H LET I CS FEE

$6 1 . 05

$63 .50

$2 . 45

COMPUTER TECHNO L OGY FEE

$40 . 00

$89 .60

$49 . 60

GRANT- I N-AID FEE

$73 . 65

$77 .50

$3 . 85

HEALT H SERVICE & PHARMACY FEE

$64 . 00

$67 .55

$3 . 55

RE CREATION CENTER FEE

$63 . 00

$66 .80

$3 . 80

BOND REVENUE FEE

$ 11 6 . 25

$120 . 90

$4 . 65

HEALT H & ACC I DENT I NS URANCE FEE

$66 . 50

$69 . 20

$2 . 70

TEXTBOOK RENTAL FEE

$95 . 15

$7 . 95 PER CREDIT HOUR

VARIES

GRADUATE STUDENT FEE

$ 1.00

$2 . 00

$1.00

TOTAL FOR 12 CREDIT HOUR STUDEN T

$613 . 10

$686 . 05

$72 . 95

TOTAL FOR 12 CREDIT HOUR GRAD STUDEN T

$614 . 10

$688 . 05

$75 . 95

Note: The Textbook Rental Fee for someone taking more than 12 cr edit hours will add to the total.
Also, these figures are for one semester and should be doubled for a full year
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Security, and state Representatives Carol
Pankau of the 49th district and Chapin Rose
from the 110th district. Many of the girls
felt that the best part of the program was
making new friends and the sense of sisterhood that developed among the group.
"This group shows the essence of patriotism, That's what the country and state are all
about, "said Quinn.

Summary of Fee Increases for Programs & Services Fees For Fall2003-2004

"Full Servi ce H air a nd N ail s"

DADDY DAYCARE (PG) Daily 7:00
ITALIAN JOB (PG13) Daily 645

HOLLYWOOD HOMICIDE (PG13)
Daily 1:30, 4:15, 6:45, 9:40
RUG RATS GO W ILD (PG)
Daily 2:45, 5 00, 7:30, 9 30
DUMB AND DUMBERER (PG13)
Daily 1:15,3:30, 5:45, 8:00, 10:10
2 FAST 2 FURIOUS (PG13)
Daily 1:45, 4:30, 7:15, 9:50
FINDING NEMO (G)
Daily 1 00, 4 00, 6:30, 9 00
ALEX & EMMA ( G13)
Daily 2:30, 51 5, 7:45, 10 05
BRUCE ALMIGHTY (PG13)
Daily 12:45, 300, 5:30, 8:1 5
TH E HULK (PG13)
Daily 12:30, 3 45, 7:00, 10:00

Girl State members Thursday.
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OPINION

Kiddies can't save the world

H
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EDITORIAL

Steidl
retrial is
necessary
Civil libertarians and human rights advocates
the world over applauded former Gov. George
Ryan's decision to place a moratorium on the
death penalty in Illinois. Before leaving the office
in January, Ryan commuted the sentences of each
of the state's 167 death row inmates. Next week,
the state will award $148,578 to David A. Gray, an
Alton man incarcerated as a rapist for twenty
years before his exoneration in 1998. Illinois has
established a reputation of late for acknowledging
both the rights of its prisoners
At issue
and the inherent flaws in its
A U.S. District
justice system- perhaps to
Judge has
dangerous extremes.
vacated the
Gordon "Randy" Steidl and
1987 murder
an accomplice were convicted conviction of
in 1987 of the murder of Parts, Steidl.
Ill., couple Dyke and Karen
Our stance
Rhoads. But the case has long Both Steidl and
the citizens of
been mired in controversy
and doubt. A key prosecution Illinois deserve
a retrial.
witness twice recanted her
initial testimony, only to reaffirm it under oath. Steidl
claimed that his lawyer, S. John Muller of
Charleston, failed to bring important evidence to
light. In the years hence, Steidl's case has been
adopted as a pet concern by several prominent
Illinois attorneys and was profiled on the CBS
news magazine "48 Hours." But Steidl's efforts
toward exoneration had proven largely ineffectual- until now.
U.S. District Judge Michael McCuskey granted
Steidl's petition for a writ of habeus corpus
Thesday, vacating the 1987 conviction and effectively freeing Steidl from prison without retrial.
McCuskey's order has been stayed per the state's
appeal to the 7th Circuit Court of Appeals in
Chicago, a maneuver that will keep Steidl behind
bars, at least for now.
The criminal justice system is flawed, to be
sure, and its shortcomings do result in a number
of wrongful convictions. Illinois courts should be
commended for their efforts to right such wrongs.
Gordon Steidl may indeed be innocent, but in a
case so hopelessly fraught with waffling witnesses and nagging questions, such a hasty vindication
is glaringly imprudent.
The Illinois penal system owes its inmates a fair
shake, but it owes the same to Illinois residents on
the other side of the bars and razor wire. The
state should grant Steidl the retrial they have so
regularly denied him; a profusion of evidence
unearthed s ince the 1987 conviction will likely
exonerate the defendant. Both Steidl and the citizens of Illinois are entitled to a publicized certainty of his innocence that only a retrial can provide.
The editorial ts the majority optnton of the
Dally Eastern News editorial board.

Kenneth Bauer

Verge & Feature
editor, and
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News

Kenneth also is
a journalism
major and prelaw student.
Kenneth can be
reached at 581- 2298
or
demonseedjust_add
_water@yahoo.com

One of my favorite quotes is
from Abraham Lincoln, "It is better to s it s ilent and be thought a
fool than to speak up and remove
all doubt. • Journalism majors
here at Eastern should heed
"Honest Abe's" advice and Jearn
when to shut their mouths, stay
away from the keyboards and not
flaunt their ignorance to the
entire university. The fact that
you have a podium {the DEN) at
your disposal doesn't make you a
rational speaker that anyone cares
to listen to. I speak mainly of the
students who work for and with
the DEN. Even more specifically,
I am speaking directly to almost
everyone who has ever written for
the editorial board's column. You
know, it's that long, slender
moronic rant on the side of the
page that unfortunately appears
every issue.
Every day during the school
year we are blessed (much sarcasm intended) with the opportunity to see some teeny bopper,
who just recently learned how to
tie his or her own shoes, tell us
how the world should be run in
these wonderful editorial
columns. Most often the column is
written hastily and with serious
logical flaws about local and
national political topics which the
authors usually know very little, if
anything at all, about.
I'll give you a few generalized
examples that might ring a few
bells. Last year alone there were
over 40 editorial board columns
dedicated to local city and county
politics. Most of these articles did
little more than point out very
obvious problems and then made
some type of over generalized
solution that would never work in
the realm of the real world.
Has it ever occurred to the
morons who write these columns
that maybe the people who are in
government may have thought of
the same palnfully obvious solutions? Maybe, j ust maybe, getting

YOUR TURN:

LETTER S TO THE

"These individuals
who think they have the
answers to solve all the
world 's woes can't even
produce a newspaper"
the solutions in place and operating isn't as easy as it might seem
to an inexperienced pop radio,
bubble gum, boy/girl band wanna
be.
During the latest Iraqi War this
group of deep thinkers not only
paraded how little they knew
about world political climates but
assumed the responsibility of
telling the community how their
opinions were the only correct
opinions and that they were in
fact the majority. Their editorials
argued how the majority of the
nation was bitterly opposed to the
war and how the campus was
overwhelmingly against it. Their
sentiments were defeated by the
student government's rejection of
a proposal to officially join the
miniscule amount of cities and
campuses protesting the Iraqi
War.
That didn't, and often doesn't,
stop people in the DEN from trying to sway the sentiments and
mindsets of Eastern's community
by intentionally choosing to cover
certain stories more than others.
Under the DEN regimes of
Editors-in-chief Shauna Gustafson
and Michelle Jones, the DEN ran
coverage of every {and I mean
every) laughable candle light
prayer vigil and every atrociously
under-attended peace protest as
though the government was on the
verge of collapsing. The
Democrats ran the same propaganda campaign and lost themselves control of the U.S. Senate
and made their presence in the

U.S. House of Representatives
even more microscopic. I don't
expect things to be much different under next semester's Editorin-chief Jamie Fetty.
These individuals who think
they have the answers to solve all
the world's woes can't even produce a newspaper {the DEN) that
isn't riddled with flaws. Let's play
a neat game. Let's look at all the
issues of the DEN from one year
back to present day and count all
the painfully obvious mistakes we
find. I'm sorry; my calculator only
has room for 11 digits so maybe
we should limit our search to the
past four months.
lhte, this semester I am one of
those select people at the DEN
and I have written articles for this
paper in the past. But I've always
opposed the thought of a daily editorial board column. I feel it
should be llmlted to once or twice
a week during the regular school
year so that the klddies can actually spend a little time researching the topics they (poorly) pretend to know so much about. The
summer crew has only two editions of the DEN per week to put
out, so a little more thought can go
into what we are saying. As for
the daily editions that are produced throughout the standard
year; who gives a flying f#*- what
some snot-nosed kid from the suburbs who j ust took his or her first
trip south ofl-80 at the beginning
of the semester, thinks about the
coal industry from the Southern
part of the state?
Summing it all up, the editorial
board should be weekly instead of
daily because it seems the yearly
staff needs the extra time to finally get their own paper right for
once. Once they finally show the
community they have mastered
their own job by publishing a
decent paper with few flaws, and
stay that course for a considerable
length of time, then--maybe--they
can rightfully criticize others.

EDITOR

Mr. Carrasquillo should get Player Hating Degree
Dear Mr. Carrasquillo:
I read your editorial in last
Wednesday's DEN. Just in
case you think that I cannot
understand your situation, I
want to preface the rest of
my remarks with some back
ground information. When I
entered Eastern, my father
was dying of cancer. My
parents had two other children in school, one in high
school and one in elementary
school. I worked as a cleaning lady to put myself
through college. I was lucky
enough to have a scholarship
which helped. But I understand what it is to barely get
by financially. Back then, I
did not eat out, go to the
movies, or buy new clothes.
When I graduated from college, I was broke and in debt.
However, the education that I
received from Eastern

allowed me to get a good job
and a good start in life. While
I disagree with what you
wrote, I can understand your
dislike of higher fees and
empathize with your financial
s ituation. However, your
statement that "the
University really is a pimp"
is not only untrue but also
rude. You are a student of
the University, not an
employee. You are paying
your hard-earned money for
a good education. You are
receiving something of value
for the money you are spending. If the University is not
providing a good education,
then you have reason to complain. However, Eastern provides a high quality education
for considerably Jess cost
than most other institutions
of higher education. In addition, Eastern works diligently

to keep tuition and fees as
low as possible and the quality of academic programs as
high as possible. Everyone
at the University has been
asked to do more with Jess.
Your editorial was a s lap in
the face to the many caring
people at Eastern who work
hard for our students. Many
of those people received little or no raise last year and
expect the same this year.
But they stay and continue
to do a good job because they
Jove Eastern and its students.
I have experienced orientation both as a student about to
enter Eastern and as a parent

whose chlld was an incoming
freshman. During those two
orientations, there were no
empty promises or red carpets. Instead there was Jots
of good information and a Jot
of good will. You are an intelligent, talented, and capable
young man. I wish you success in your academic career.
God bless,
Nancy C. Page
Stewardship Coordinator
Eastern Illinois University &
a member of the
Eastern Illinois University
Foundation

LEITERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastem News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local. state. national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors' name. telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty. administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters. so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 181 1 Buuard Hall. Charleston ll
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; ore-mailed to avian_carrasquillo@yahoo.com
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Not all Eastern professors are
as tame as you might think
By Kenneth Bauer

"In the recent Florida elec-

VERGE & FEATURE ED ITOR

As he walks through the halls of Eastern
Illinois University looking like the typical
mild-mannered professor in a passive
brown suit, Charles Evans might not appear
to be a demonstrator of, to put it in his own
words, "quasi-anarchic behavior." 1b the
contrary, with the addition of a bow tie he
could very well pass as a soft-spoken conservative and penetrate a good many of the
right wing's innermost think tanks. But, as
anybody who has ever sat down for a chat
with this anarchist in conservative's clothing will tell you, Charles Evans is, has been,
and always will be on the forefront of civil
Uberties issues. He will always be voicing
concerns for the "little people;" who, without
people like him, may never have access to
or a voice inside many political arenas.
Evans is a member of the ACLU
(American Civil Liberties Union) and
believes this has led him to be a more effective teacher of Jaw and constitutional classes. He says the ACLU keeps him aware of
current issues that the Jaws he is teaching
are applicable to in the real world and tries
to relate that to his students.
Political Science Department Chair
Richard Wandling says that many people
are unaware of the extent of Evans dedication to quality education. According to
Wandling, Evans' attempts to bring an 'in
touch' approach to the students didn't begin
with his current role in teaching.
"Charles came to Eastern as the assistant
vice-president of academic affairs. He
taught a class in our department and never
expected to receive any financial compensation for doing so," Wandling said, "He's
very adamant about Jetting everyone know
he felt that teaching at least one class per
semester was something all administrators
should do. Evans feels it is necessary for
administrators to stay in touch with the students."
Ph.D. Jeffrey Ashley, Assistant Professor
of Political Science, said of his co-worker,
"...he is one of the kindest, most genuine people that EIU has to offer and deserves to be
recognized."
In the 40 years spanning his membership
in the ACLU and study of political science,
Evans has gathered some unique insights.
Evans sat down with the DEN and shared
some of those insights on subjects such as
America's susceptibility to the media; the
Jack of the average citizen's awareness on
serious current issues; and some of the pick
and choose methods the ACLU uses to plot
its next move.

tion there was a rather large
sect of the black vote that
was discouraged from voting
by several means"

Phd. Charles Evans, a political science professor, donning one of his typical anti-corporate
costumes at a political science halloween costume party.
Evans became a card-carrying member
of the (ACLU) in the early 1960's. An era he
describes as extremely challenging to civil
liberties.
"I was an undergrad from "58 - "62, a time
period when McCarthy (a now infamous
U.S. Congressman who hunted communism
inside the American populous to the point of
earning his proceedings the title of 'The
McCarthy Witch Hunts~ was still fresh in
everyone's memories," explains Evans.
As a student of political science, Evans
took special interest in the government's
response and Jack of protection to citizens
who voiced unorthodox political views during the McCarthy and later, the Nixon years
during Vietnam protests.
"Members of the SDS (Students for a
Democratic Society), which was one of the
more outspoken groups of the day, were
being beaten on a regular basis all across
the country,• he said "The ACLU seemed to
be the only organiZation consistently out in
front sticking up for groups such as this.
That is what originally brought me to the
ACLU."
Since then, he has remained, for the most
part, satisfied with the national organization's performance. When asked if anything
had ever discouraged him to nearing the
point of quitting the ACLU he says no. He
notes that while he admires the mission and

never ending struggle the ACLU has thrown
upon its own shoulders, he sometimes wonders about the productivity of some of the
projects it takes on. As an example, he
offers the ACLU's challenging of the phrase
"under God" in the pledge of allegiance.
Evans claims the ACLU has occasionally
focused its attention on seemingly petty
issues while turning away from more serious violations of American liberties. He
offers voter discouragement in Florida during the recent elections as an example.
"In the recent Florida election there was a
rather large sect of the black vote that was
discouraged from voting by several means,
one of which was extensive roadblocks
designed to frustrate voters making their
way to the polls." he said.
Evans says he would prefer seeing the
ACLU focus on issues of this nature more
often. He explains that the ACLU brings a
Jot of media attention to an issue when it
takes up a cause. Americans being subjected to military tribunals, for example, is critical for the populace to understand.
''Most people don't know that many more
Americans are being held in these tribunals
than j ust the ones they see on TV," says
Evans sharply. "Also, people don't really
seem to understand the extent of the government's free roam (over their civil liberties) once it has gotten one of the 'special'

search warrants it granted itself in the
American Patriotic Act (anti-terrorism
act)."
Evans explains this is in large part due
to how easily the media can be manipulated. While some political activist claim
the media attempts to control the public,
Evans instead focuses first on the
media's ability to be manipulated by
other forces.
According to Evans, the government
can play the threats to national security
to their absolute peak by feeding things
to the media that will generate a captive
American audience. American fears and
concern take over from there and do the
rest.
Evans cautions, •America is too vulnerable to media interpretation of these national
threats. These threats all too often become
a means of quickly walking away from our
civil liberties."
Such comments can have a staggering
impact on one's life in a time of national
duress. That doesn't dissuade Evans
though, and it never really has. His friendships and family relations have taken some
humorous turns due to his continual voicing
of his opinions. He says he is no longer
included in some of his family's correspondences because family members feel some
of the religion-oriented activities would
spark "hot" discussions with him.
"They make little digs at family gettogethers with comments like, 'we're praying for you,"' he chuckles.
Evans says he may stick around Eastern
Illinois University for a few more years. He
says there is teaching to be done, retirement
funds to finish building, and of course sticking it to the man is a never-ending task.
Evans j okes, ''While I may be retiring
from teaching soon, I have no plans on retiring from my role in the ACLU. I imagine I'll
be a member of the ACLU 'til my
Alzheimer's gets so bad I forget to pay my
dues."
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ADVERTISE
In the DEN
581 -2816

in the DEN 581-2816
FEATURING

3,4 or 5
Bedroom
201Buchanan#B
724 6thSt.
~ 1510 10th St.
1609 9th St.

PRICES:
Ages
7 &up
1 6&under
S r. Citizen

I
j

f, •cn1lelren 6 yrs

130ft. waters/ide

an adult.

I

POOL HOURS:

2 Bedroom
I

1403 2nd St.

Afte r4pm Diving Boards
$2.00
Water Basketball
$1.00
$1.50

and younger must be accompameel by Con~ssions

I

I

12-4pm
$3.00
$1.00
$2.00

Deckspa~

for
that perfect
summer tan!
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

Painters wanted. Experience preferred but not required. Inside
comfortable painting conditions
for rental properties. 348-8025

Call Dave 348-1543. Leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

512.9341 days or 345.6370
evenings. Leave Message.
00
=sT
=I'""
LL,..--::S::-M:-::E::-L:L -::T::-H:-::E,.---,-,N=
Ew-:-:-c= oN STRUCTION! 1 BR/1 BATH apt. @
117 W. Polk w/ stov e, refrig.
micro, dishwasher, washer/ dryer.
Trash paid. $450/ single. $275
ea/ 2
adults.
348 -77 46.
www.charlestonilapts.com
00
.,-3""B-LO-::-C--,-KS=-=-F=-RO-::-M--::E:--IU-,-@-2:-:00~1 S.

2 nice houses, all appliances,
WI D. Available Spring & Fall2003.
Excellent locations. 345-7530

Roommates
$295/ month.
348.1479

=--~.,.---:~=---==--~~00
·

~------~~~~---00

::-:-::=,.-::-,::-:-:-::-:=:=-:,-----:--'6123
MODELS WANTED Local professional photographer seeks models for commercial & fine art projects. Contact Greg after 3:30 pm.
cell 690-0002, www.photography.theartzone.net.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.6125
CALL NOW!!! CONSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partnership with WESTAFF is looking for
people j ust like you to be a part of
our team!! ! $7/ HR WITH GRADUATED PAY INCREASES Work
around YOUR schedule with our
new flexible hours: 5p-9p; 12p-4p
or 12:30p-9p Business casual
atmosphere Bonus potential
Advancement opportunity Call
today to schedule your personal
interview: 345-1303
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

FOR RENT
5-6 bedroom house. 1409 9th
Street. House has 6 bedrooms
but I will consider only 5 students.
Completely
remodeled.
Hardwood floors, ceiling fans.
Must see. $235.00 per month, per
student, plus utilities. No pets. No
laundry. Call 348- 1474 for showing
.,---------,,-----,----,--.,...·6123
3 bedroom 2nd floor of 2 flat.
1409 9th Street. Everything is
new. Must see. $235 per month,
per student. plus utilities. No
pets. No laundry. Call 348-1474
for showing .
.,....---::--------=---·6123
3-4 Bedroom home. Great location-1838 11th. W/ D, A/C . No
pets. $250/ pp. 345-5037
6125
""G=-R=EA:-::J:-:-Lo=-c=-A:-::J::-:10::-::N.,--:--:N:::I:-::NT=H-:-/:LINCOLN ONE. 2 BR APTS SUITABLE FOR 1 OR 2 PERSONS.
348-0209.

---=-----,...----,-,-----116
1 Bedroom apt. New, off campus.
Parking.
elec ./water
paid.
$450/ mo. 345-3411

::-:::--:-----:------=---7/6

2 Bedroom house, off campus.
Parking. laundry. garbage paid .
Available Aug . $500/mo. 3453411

=-:-::c-..,----------7/6
Efficiency apartment close to
campus with A/C. Males only. no
smoking. $335/ month. All utilities
included. 345-3232 days.

.,---,---,------~00

2-3 bedroom apartments. $299$349. Include gas, water & trash.

Newly remodeled, furnished 2
bedroom . Water/trash
paid.
Laundry room. 913 4th Street.
317 -3085 or 235-0405. $4 70/ mo.
No pets.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Large 1 bedroom. Close to campus. All electric . Central Air. No
pets. 345-7286

~,..-------.,------00

2 Bedroom, 1 block from campus.
Air. Laundry. No pets. 345-7286
00
~S~
EI~
T~S~IN--:G--:E~R-A--:P~A~R~TM~E~N~TS. 1611 9TH ST. 1 BLOCK EAST OF
OLD MAIN, 1-2 BEDROOM
APARTMENT AVAILABLE 20032004 SCHOOL YEAR. 9 MONTH
INDIVIDUAL LEASE. COMPLETELY FURNISHED PLUS HEAT AND
GARBAGE FURNISHED CALL
345-7136.

-:--~.,----:,...----~~~~00

Available August 15, 2003, 2 & 3
BR Furn Apt. Laundry on premises, parking & trash included. Very
clean, nice & locally owned. On
campus by EIU police. Please call
for appt. 348.0673
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
REDUCED RATES, 3 BR APTS
FOR FALL. 11 MONTH LEASE.
NO PETS. 348-8305
00
~B--,U~Z~ZA_,R,...,D=-----s=-=T=-u--=D:-:E,-,.N.TS .
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 2
BR apts. available @ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
SUMMER MINI STORAGE. Min.3
mo. lease. 4x12 to 10x30 units.
Phone 348-7746

----------=-~=-00
·

Newly recarpeted, 1,2,3 BR apts
on campus. Call Lindsay at 3481479

=---=---~---=~~~~00

Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Within walking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Now renting for Fall 2003: Very
close to campus. Several 1,2&3
BR apts. 3 BR. houses available.
Sorry No Pets! 348.0006

00

..,.4-or -=-s-=B:::R--:h_o_u-se-.-=2"""b-a"""th_s_
. A/.,...,.C
: &

WI D, 1020 1st st. Dan 345.3273

::-::~------,...--~~~00

18th Street. 2 BR apts w/ stove,
refrig. micro, laundry. Will meet
your needs. $395/ single. $460/ 2
adults. Trash included. 348-7746
www.charlestonilapts.com

00

""N:-::IC"'E. :-N'""E=W-:-::-:-LY.,..,R""E
=M-:-0::-:D::-:E
::-L-::E=D--=-3 BR
APTS . RENT AS LOW AS
$280/ PERSON .
FURNISHED.
SUPER
LOW
UTILITIES.
DSUETHERNET 03/ 04 SCHOOL
YEAR. 345-5022
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

FALL 03-2 BR FURN APT $235
ea. 10 mo. lease. NO PETS. 3455048
00
""B""RI-::TT""A,-N-Y---:-R-::ID-::G-::E--:T::-0:-W--N"'"'H...,-0-o-U' SE
For 4-5 persons, central air.
washer/ dryer,
d ishwasher.
garbage disposal. 2 1/ 2 baths.
Trash and paved parking included, near campus, local responsive landlord. From $188-$225/
person. Available in May. Lease
length negotiable. 246-3083
00
=-Ro=v.""A-:-L-:-H-:-::E::-:IG::-:-H:-::
T=s--=A-=P=Ts=-:-=-1=50:-::9 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new furniture. Leasing for Spring and Fall
2003 semesters. Call 346-3583

:----:-------~~=--~00
Leasing summer, or 10-12 month.
1 BR ($350) & 2 BR ($400). Large
apts. furnished, ideal for couples.
743 6th Street. Call 581-7729 or
345-6127.

Classified ad form

Student: o Yes o No

Under classification of:

wanted ,
Lindsey

----------------~00

a yearbook of your senior year,
and are not sure how to pick it up.
come to the Student Publications
office, room 1802 Buzzard Hall,
and for only $4 we will mail you a
copy in the Fall when they are
published. Call 581-2812 for
more information.
__________________00

PERSONALS

ATIENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are interested in
a yearbook of your senior year,
and are not sure how to pick it up.
come to the Student Publications
office, room 1802 Buzzard Hall,
and for only $4 we will mail you a
copy in the Fall when they are
published. Call 581 -2812 for
more information.

----------------~00

00

ANNOUNCEMENTS

----------------~00

ATIENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are interested in

-:-:
$2::-::979 --:1::-:-Nc=L-:-U:::D-=E=-s--:G::-:A:-=S. -:-:W-:-:A-=r'ER.
AND TRASH . 10 MO. LEAS E.
ABOVE MOM 'S. DAVE 345.2171 .
9-11AM

N.i'Jf.f{j&'tftll

fdiWP.Ga1fhf

1,2,&3Bedrooms
4LOCATIONS
Close tocampus

345-6533

HOUSING VARIETY 2003·2004
Ho,u ses for 3 or 4
Priced to re nt w~th one
person per bedroom _
C o st perr pewson
ranges fr,o ml $200'- 250.
Most of the,se
houses are i n groat
l ocations and seve.ral
hav e amenities llk'e
ale and washe'r ldryer.

Brittany

Ridg~·

Apartments for 1-or 2 Still have
T ownhouses wilth new a number of well-located 1 & 2
carpet, 'l.<inyl. andl pai ll"'l 't.
BR apartments available, several
Wiring for :OSL, phone ~md
for grad students. All have a/ c,
cable in eacb bcdroun.1.Fur
2· 5 peop le iu the best
some have cable included, some
fi<>orplan af"'tu:tdl: ~-4
are furnished. Reasonable rents
bcd roo.n u, 2 .!ii b aths.
make these even more attractive.
w-nher &: dryer,
di~hWiUibCI"~ «'..CDW'~ll iJ/c;..,
Old & new, close or far, all
clti:.k. For pei'S(Jn:tl sr.~a'(;e &ndl
shapes and sizes. The best
convenience these arc ·t he
best_ Fr~ $ il88.1,pcrson.
choices await you.

LISTS Available

=----,----,----,~.,--~00
·

Tired of apt living? Riley Creek
Properties has c lean 3 BR homes
& townhouses available beginning June 1st. All partially or fully
furnished
&
close
to
c ampus.restaurants/ shopp ing.
PETS
CONSIDERED.
Call

Call

Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person.
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583

2 BR apt completely furnished
newly remodeled, no pets. trash &
water furnished. $235 per student. 235-0405.

The Daily Eastern News
Name:
Address:
Phone:

12th Street 2 BR apts. to meet
your needs. Furn .@ $435/ single,
$500/ 2 adults. Unfurn.@$395/single, $460/ 2 adults. Stove. refrig.
micro, laundry room. Trash paid .
www.c harlestoni348- 7746.
lapts.com
00
-:-CLO,-S::-E::--:T:-:O:--:S:-H.,-,O:-:P:-:P:-IN-,-G.,...!- 1305

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ROOMMATES

1512 A Street

Ii.
Ljncolnwood Pjnetree
Apartments

ROOMMATE NEEDED
Millenium Apartments
13 0 5 4 t h S tr eet
1256 sq. ft Furnished 2 Hot Tubs 2 Saunas
Parking Gym 4th Floor Skylights

2 & 3 Bedroom A partments
• Lots of space
• Swimming pool
• Volleyball court

~, Across from Carman Hall ~
~ r-<'9
345-6000
I1ii~
N0 N

sEQuI TuR

345-4 489

Ca ll 2 1 7--235-5 0 2 4
Ask fo r J ennifer
$3 00/ m onth

BY WILEY MILL ER

Expiration code (office use only):
Composttor: _ _
Person accepting ad:
No. words I days: _ _ Amount due: $
Payment:
Check No.

'T~e GOOD Nt;.IN~
11:>, '(oi.J'R~ t>.BOUT
\0 1-\!o...\/~ ?...~~\'(
OF "TIN-&. P,.~t/
~NCh\ \0
f\JL.fll..L. '{OUR

DR{;f>..N\.

or:

WR.\\INGo P...

Dates to run:
Ad to read:

NO'-J~L .. .

B0 0 ND0

cK s

BY AARON MCGRUDER

NOW. THE QUES110N IS ...
IS NELLY GONNA POT HIMSElF
ON THE COVER EVERY MONTH
LIKE OPRAH?

I l?ON'T KNOW. 8UT YOU'RE
THE FiRST PERSON TO
SOCCESSFULLY USE "NELLY" AND
"OPRAH" IN THE SAM£ SENTENCE
PROM~Y

~

30 cells per w<Jd ftst day ad fillS. 10 cents per word each coosecutive day
thereafter. 25 cents per W<Jd first day for students with valid 10, and 10 cents per word
each coosecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.

DEADLINE 2p.m. PREVIOUS DAY- NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads coosidered libelous or il bad taste.

I
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Further injuries for Bulls' Williams
CHICAGO (AP) - Chicago Bulls guard Jay
Williams injured his knee and pelvis in addition to
breaking his leg in a motorcycle accident, a source
close to the player said Sunday.
The source, who spoke to The Associated Press on
condition of anonymity, would not elaborate.
The Chicago Tribune reported Sunday that
Williams sustained extensive nerve damage to his
left leg and has a tom anterior eructate ligament.
The Tribune and the Chicago Sun-Times said
Williams underwent surgery Thursday to repair
pelvic injuries and he would require multiple operations on his left knee. Both newspapers cited anonymous sources.
Advocate Illinois Masonic Hospital in Chicago
would not discuss Williams' condition Sunday.
Earlier, the AP reported, according to its source,

O'Brien:

Eastern rurmer
named the OVC's top
male athlete
CO NTINUED FROM PA GE 8

unless people have been going
out to the meets, we have been getting pretty poor coverage, •
O'Brien said. "A lot more people
knew what Romo and Domercant
were doing."
Strategic planning by Eastern's
coaches helped O'Brien to receive
the award. During the 2000-2001
cross country season, O'Brien suffered a stress fracture that kept
him out of competition through
that indoor season.
In the spring of 2001, O'Brien
used his f'Irst year of outdoor track
eligibility after transferring from
Danville Area Community College.
In the fall of2001, O'Brien used his
first seasons of eligibility during
the 2001 cross country season and
then for the 2001-2002 indoor track
season.
Eastern coaches decided then to

that the injuries were severe enough to possibly
jeopardize Williams' career.
Williams was riding a new motorcycle that
slammed into a pole , breaking one of his legs.
Further information about Williams' condition
wasn't expected until Monday, when general manager John Paxson had scheduled a news conference to
discuss the NBA draft.
"All you think about is Jay and how he's doing,"
Paxson told the Tribune. "We have to move on in
terms of making a decision this week, but it's going
to be a different decision based on the roster right
now."
Williams averaged 9.5 points in his rookie season.
The Duke star was the No. 2 overall p ick in last
year's draft. He was college player of the year in
2002 and a two-time All-American.

red shirt a healthy O'Brien for the
2002 spring season giving him a
complete year of competition in
his final year at Eastern.
"A lot of times they (runners)
get to their senior year and they
have their indoor left or their outdoor left and it is hard enough for
a track/cross country guy to get it
(OVC Male Athlete of the Year),"
Mcinerney said.
"The way Kyle did it is about the
only way it could happen because
it is hard to argue with a guy that
was athlete of the year in three
sports."
Mcinerney expressed admiration for O'Brien to win athlete of
the year awards in three sports
during one year.
"He was doing different things
in all three seasons and doing them
so well, • Mcinerney said.
"They (O'Brien's performances)
were just solidly outstanding and
they're really three different seasons. People don't understand
what it's like to get in top level
shape in the fall and then rest up
and get back to training and then
run as well as he did indoor and
outdoor."

O'Brien raked in his honors this
year by winning the OVC cross
country race, winning the 3,000meter and 5,000-meter races at the
OVC Indoor Championships, and
winning the 5,000-meter and
10,000-meter races at the OVC
Outdoor Championships.
With these accomplishments,
O'Brien plans to move on to
Rochester, Mich., and begin training as a part of the United States
Olympic Development Program.
O'Brien leaves Eastern with the
second fastest 10,000-meter race
ever by a Panther runner. He ran a
time of 29 minutes, 36.36 seconds
at the Mt. Sac Relays on April 19,
2003.
The OVC Male Athlete of the
Year feels happy about his accomplishments at Eastern during his
f'mal season.
"I had pretty high hopes of setting school records, qualifying for
national competitions and ending
up as an all-American and I was
close on all occasions," O'Brien
said. "I was pretty happy with it, of
course I had a couple goals that I
didn't reach, but I think it went
pretty well. •

Two Charleston teams in
the field at basketball camp
By Erik Hall
ASSOC I ATE SPORTS EDITOR

This weekend at Lantz Arena
and the Student Rec Center,
Eastern men's basketball head
coach Rick Samuels put on his
annual basketball team camp.
There were four divisions in
which the 25 schools divided into
based on playing experience. The
four divisions were varsity A for
large schools, varsity B for small
schools, j unior varsity, and freshman.
Most schools brought more than
one team so each league had about
20 teams during the weekend.
Charleston fielded teams in both
the j unior varsity and the freshman leagues.
The junior varsity team from
Charleston finished second in
their league outdoing almost 15
other j unior varsity teams.
The players for the older lrojan
team were Dane Church, Sean
MacWilliams, Jeff Nielsen, Mikey
Peterlich, Andrew Shick, and Brad
Wittke.
The Charleston junior varsity
won their final four game 26-25,
but then lost in the championship
game to Crystal Lake South's j unior varsity by the score of 23-15.
All the success enjoyed by the
Charleston j unior varsity was
done primarily without a coach.
The Charleston junior varsity
went 8-0 through round robin competition and did not experience
their first loss until the championship game.

The team competing from
Charleston in the freshman league
was a team of eighth graders. The
average score for the younger
Charleston team was 35.7 points
per game compared to their opponents ' 35.6 points per game.
The Charleston e ighth grade
team finished the weekend with a
record of 2-8. The eighth grade
roster for Charleston included
Taylor Bradley, Eric Gentry,
Clayton Murphy, 'frey Ryan, Jared
Schroeder, Matt Snoddy, Zach
Werling and Jon Winans.
The schools that brought teams
to compete this weekend were
Atwood-Hammond,
Avon,
Bradley-Bourbonnais,
Cary
Grove, Crystal Lake Central,
Crystal Lake South, and Deer
Creek-Mackinaw.
Additional teams competeing
were Dekalb, Dundee-Crown,
Edinburg,
Fisher, Herscher,
H oopeston, Lisle, Martinsville,
Minooka, and Mounds Meridian.
Along with these schools, more
teams that competed in the weekend team camp were PaysonSeymour, Porta, reed Custer,
Roseville, Thscola , Tolono-Unity,
and Whitfield.
Charleston's eighth grade SC()(es:
Deer Creek Mackinaw 34. Charleston 26
Charleston 58. Atwood-Hammond 20
Payson-Seymour 51 , Charleston 37
Fischer 38, Charleston 36
Tolono· Unity 51 . Charleston 28
Deer Creek· Mackinaw 37. Charleston 30
Charleston 51 . Atwood-Hammond 12
Payson-Seymour 49, Charleston 39
Fischer 38, Charleston 33
Porta 26. Charleston 19

CELEBRITY GOLF:

Larry Smith not likely to hold golf event next
year, a major loss for Charleston and Mattoon
CONT INUED FROM PAGE 8

and Mattoon can uphold such

a claim.
I j ust hope that Smith's decis ion not to hold the event next
year does not become a permanent decision. Smith put together something wonderful for the
people of Charleston and
Mattoon.
More importantly, Smith's
generosity toward the
Charleston and Mattoon High
School graduates is indescribable. The Class of 2004 will be
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31 Lariat in the
Southwest
1 Bygone airline
4 Mass confusion 32 Sheep's plaint
35 Work to get, as
9Demean
someone's trust
14Roll of bills
37 Outfit
15 Greeting
40 Regular's
16 Rodeo particirequest
pant
44 Station
17 Subject of the
biography "Float 45 15-Across, in
Spain
Like a Butterfly"
46
Full house sign:
18 Home of the
Abbr.
Blue Grotto
47 List components
20
of March
so Give a hoot
22 Braxton or
52 Ate at home
Tennille
54 Smarts
23
Maria
58 Exiled Am in
24Feed
59 Neighbor of
27 Guarantees
Cambodia
30 Unfounded, as
61 Apiece
gossip

62 Theater guides
67 Maiden name
preceder
68 Observant one
69 Hotelier
Helmsley
70 Cereal grain
71 On the briny
72 Ninth mos.
73
and outs
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6Sane
7 Table spread
8 Later's alterna-
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Across from lyt l e poo l

404 S. 32nd St. Mattoon , l l
234-7449

• Sandwiches • Ice Cream •
• Fries • Drinks •

coo l off under our
new t ik i h ut

causaf!!l

Mon- Sat
Sun

Hours:
11am- 10pm
1pm- 9pm

·-----------------·

1 "Tom Sawyer"
author
2 Elusive children's
book character
3 Farewell
4 "The Sweetheart
of Sigma _ "
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sour?
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9L'_ de
Triomphe
10 Feathery wrap
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tive

missing out on a truly excellent
event and the opportunity to get
to know an extremely generous
man.
The effort and devotion of
Smith will be missed next year,
but hopefully it is not a permanent goodbye.
For Charleston and Matton to
be with out the Larry Smith
Celebrity Golf Classic for one
year is one year too many.
Don't stay away Larry, keep
up the good work.

:

I
I
I
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Stu de n t S u m me r Spe c ial
J.Vreadowview
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Present this Coupon
Valid Student ID and
Play 18 Holes at

t
Must Bnng ThiS Ad

Moo - Fri all day &
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26 Cyrillic alphabet
user
28 Large cactus
29 Sport _ (offroad vehicles)
32 Bridge declaration
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1
I
I
1
1
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25 Thought creatively

1

36To the
degree
38 Egypt and Syria,
once: Abbr.
39 Arafat's org.
41 Tabled'_
(restaurant offering)
42 Pawning place
43Verve

33 Beverage that's
bitterer than beer 48 Pepper grinder
49 Slow movers
34Mountain
51 Ram's mate
climbers

52 Ross of the
Supremes
53 Dunderhead
55 Vietnam's capital
56 Where the waves
are
57 Sharpens
60S-shaped molding
63 Actress Michele
64 Time in history
65 Explosive
66 KLM competitor
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THROW IT DOWN

Erik Hall
ASSOC I ATE SPORTS EDITOR

End of golf
tournament
permanent?
On Thursday and Friday,
Mattoon's Meadowview Golf
Course hosted the Fifth Annual
Larry Smith Celebrity Golf
Outing.
Smith graduated from
Mattoon High School and is an
alum of Eastern, but now
works for CNN Sports. He
began the event in 1999 and
each year since Smith has
brought in around 35 celebrities that he met through work
or when playing at other
celebrity golfing events.
Thursday night I had the
opportunity to talk to Smith. I
found out that next year he will
not be putting the event on.
On Friday after the golfing
concluded, Smith then made
public announcement that in
2004 there are slim chances of
a sixth annual golf outing.
I understand that it must be
extremely time consuming to
put together an event that
involves so many individuals
{36 groups of five), at least 180
people j ust playing on the golf
course. The other thing is you
can't be mad at Smith because
he gives an excellent reason.
He wants to devote more
time to his family.
Smith's j ob at CNN requires
him to travel and he regrets
not getting to spend enough
time at home with his family. If
I had two young children, as
Smith does, I am sure I would
want to spend as much time
with them as possible.
I don't play golf, so my reasoning is not selfish for seeing
this event fade away (hopefully
for only a year). The reason I
hope to see this event continue
is that I benefited from Smith's
effort.
The Larry Smith Celebrity
Golf Outing helped me pay for
college.
No, the reason for this wonderful event is not to allow old,
bald men to skip work and play
golf with a famous individual.
Smith spends hour after hour
putting this annual event
together to raise money for
college scholarships for area
youth.
For each of the past five
years, the golf outing supplied
scholarship money to graduates from Charleston and
Mattoon High Schools heading
to college. The golf event over
the past five years has risen
over $30,000.
Oh yeah, and through
Smith's efforts the Larry Smith
Celebrity Golf Outing has
become an notable event Each
year he brings in big name
celebrities, primarily from the
sports world.
Eastern should be proud of
its alum. Smith has given time
to help the area youth and has
given Coles County a truly special event
How many other cities of
comparable size can claim having an Indy 500 champion and
a Heisman Trophy winner
competing to win a golf tournament in their back yard?
Thanks to Smith, Charleston
SEE CELEBR IT Y GO LF
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June 22-June 25
5:30 p.m. Bakef Field
7:30 p.m. Baker Field
7 p.m. CHS Track
8 p.m. ESPN

OVC honors Eastern athletes
• Panthers named to
AII-OVC softball and baseball
postseason teams
By Jamie Hussey
SPORTS ED ITOR

1\vo Eastern athletes were recently honored
with the title of All-Ohio Valley Conference
first team in softball and baseball.
Senior infielder Aaron Shelbourne received
the award for the baseball team and j unior
infielder Kristin Lovering received it for the
softball team.
Shelbourne batted .315 with 12 home runs
and ended the regular season with 50 RBI.
Eastern baseball head coach Jim Schmitz
said the key with Shelbourne was that he started his season poorly, but was able to keep workinghard.
"You j ust can't be more happy for a guy, he
could have complained about moving around,
but he hung in there and worked hard,"
Schmitz said. "He put up great numbers offen-

sively."
Lovering could not be more proud of her fellow first team winner.
"It is always nice to see any fellow athlete
get a high honor like that," Lovering said. "He
works hard and he produces.·
Three of Shelbourne's senior teammates
made the Ali-OVC second team-<:atcher Bret
Pignatiello, outfielder Kirk Walters and pitcher
Nathan Stone.
Pignatiello batter .313 with 15 homers, while
batting in 52 RBI.
Schmitz said both Pignatiello and Walters
had "dynamite" years.
Walters had the Panthers highest batting
average with a .388 average including 12 home
runs.
Stone ended with a 2.66 ERA with four saves
and a record of 4-5.
Junior pitcher Damon White received OVC
honorable mention. White had 3.56 ERA and a
record of 4-3 at the end of the regular season.
"We are going to miss them and are proud of
what they did,· Schmitz said.
Lovering had a batting average of .278, 18

RBI and hit three home runs this season.
Lovering earned second team selection last
year. Lovering has one more year of eligibility
remaining for the 2003-2004 softball season at
Eastern.
Softball head coach Lloydene Searle said
Lovering certainly deserved an OVC first team
award.
"It is nice to have her back next year, she is
a leader," Searle said.
Lovering was surprised when she received
it
"I had not expected to win because I did not
think my numbers were good enough,·
Lovering said. "I did not think I had a good
enough season to get the first team.•
Former Eastern pitcher Kristin Becker
received Ali-OVC honorable mention recognition.
Searle said Becker had set a standard while
here at Eastern and that she was leaving big
shoes to fill.
"She will be missed,· Searle said. "Becker
was an in control pitcher, and as a coach you
knew what to expect·

O'Brien named OVC's best male athlete
By Erik Hall
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

When Eastern cross country
and track runner Kyle O'Brien
returned home to Danville his
mother greeted him with congratulations.
O'Brien did not know why he
received these congratulations.
The congratulations came
because the internet had sped
O'Brien's
mother
the
announcement that O'Brien
received recognition from the
Ohio Valley Conference as the
Male Athlete of the Year.
"I knew that I was nominated for it because coach (John
Mcinerney) had told me, but
nobody actually told me I won
it,· O'Brien said.
Each university with membership to the Ohio Valley
Conference receives one nominee for the conference's male
and female athlete of the year.
Last year, basketball player
Henry Domercant received
Eastern's nomination as a j unior and won the award. In 2003,
Eastern decided that O'Brien's
accomplishments made him a
better candidate to represent
Eastern.
"Each school can nominate
one of their athletes and we
had three outstanding male
athletes,• said Mcinerney,
Eastern's men's and women's
cross country head coach.
"Any one of our three probably
would have won the award.
The athletic administration
felt our most outstanding athlete was Kyle O'Brien.

"I feel it is real appropriate
to be recognized athletically
that way over two outstanding athletes.·
Tony Romo is the third athlete Mcinerney refers to
along with O'Brien and
Domercant Romo received
the Walter Payton award last
fall as NCAA Division I-AA's
most outstanding football
player.
While Romo received
recognition as the best in the
country for one season,
O'Brien earned honors as the
best runner in the conference
during three seasons. During
cross country, indoor track
and outdoor track O'Brien
each time received the conference's athlete of the year
honor.
"With the individual seasons one of my goals was to be
athlete of the year in each
season,· O'Brien said.
Though he wanted to be the
best in the conference in his
sport, the idea of being the
best male in the conference
seemed out of his control.
"Really, it had never
crossed my mind, • O'Brien
said of winning the OVC Male
Athlete of the Year award.
"As a cross country and track
athlete we j ust haven't gotten
the coverage we deserve this
year."
expected
O'Brien
Domercant and Romo to be
Eastern's nominee based on
their heightened public image.
FILE PHOTO
"It did come as a surprise,
Eastern
senior
Kyle
O'Brien
recently
received
recognition
as
the
Ohio
Valley
just on the simple fact that Conference Male Athlete of the Year. O'Brien holds the second fastest 10,000-meter
sEE o· B R1EN + Page 7 time ever by an Eastern runner.

Romo's high profile position remains unfilled at EIU
By Jamie Hussey
SPORTS ED ITOR

The starting quarterback is and
always will be a coveted position
for any football team.
Every football team usually has
about three to five quarterbacks
on their sideline, but to be the
starting quarterback is the greatest achievement a quarterback
can reach on their team.
Eastern is no different
After red-shirt freshman Ben
King decided not to come back to
Eastern because of probable back
problems, it would seem senior
Andy Vincent would have the
starting position locked up.
Head football coach Bob Spoo
was disappointed with King's

departure from Eastern's team.
"I think he could have developed
j ust like Tony Romo, when someone leaves it leaves a void in your
program," Spoo said.
Vincent is still going to have to
fight for the position as starting
quarterback.
Vincent may have an edge
above the rest of the players vying
for the position.
Spoo said Vincent is highly competitive.
"He wants to win the position
and he wants to do the job," Spoo
said. "He will do off-season conditioning and strength training and
spend a Jot of time doing little
things like watching film. He does
not have to be goaded into doing
things. He wants to do those

things, he wants that position and
works very hard.·
A transfer from Garden City
Junior College in Kan., may keep
Vincent working even harder for
the quarterback position.
The transfer is Andrew Harris.
Spoo is still working on recruiting
Harris but could confirm that
Eastern is interested.
Another threat already on the
Eastern football team is red shirt
freshman Justin Duhai. Duhai
walked on to the football team last
year.
Spoo said Duhai also reminds
him of lbny Romo as a freshman.
"Duhai is a pretty capable young
man," Spoo said. "I am sure Duhai
is working hard this summer at
home to get himself ready to com-

pete for the job next year.•
Duhai is not the last quarterback Spoo has possible coming to
him for next year.
The other prospect is Rockford
Boy lan graduate Matt Weber.
Weber has been in talks with
Eastern and the Chicago Cubs. The
Cubs drafted Weber in the 16th
round of the baseball amateur
draft.
Spoo said they are holding on to
hear from Matt, and had hoped to
hear from him sometime last
week.
"He is talented, with a strong
arm,· Spoo said. "We like him
because he is tall, and he is creative and can make things happen.
We hope he decides our way. •

